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1 Overview 
The prospects for the Ugandan economy are brightening.  Household demand is slowly gaining 

traction, which coupled with increased global demand is expected to drive economic growth in 

2014. However, sluggish private sector credit growth poses a downside risk.  Nonetheless, 

government expenditure on infrastructure is expected to have a higher multiplier effect on 

medium- to long-term economic growth. 

Developments abroad, particularly in the euro area, and therefore demand for Uganda’s exports 

remain an important source of near-term uncertainty.  If the situation in the euro area were to 

worsen again, or if the recovery were to be faster than currently projected, this would have 

consequences for the Ugandan economy. 

Global financial markets were relatively stable in Q4 2013.  However, the US monetary policy 

triggered monetary tightening amongst some emerging market economies, which perhaps 

explains why capital inflows have so far remained resilient.  Nonetheless, equity prices are 

subdued, many sovereign bond yields have risen and currency pressures have been experienced.   

Commercial bank activity in the interbank money market declined considerably over Q4 2013 

and overnight trades continued to dominate interbank activity.  The weighted average 7-day 

interbank rate largely traded close to the CBR throughout the quarter, although it fell towards the 

lower bound in December 2013.  Yields across all Treasury bill tenors were higher in Q4 2013 

than in Q3 2013 and a new 15-year bond was issued over the quarter. 

Private sector credit growth remains weak and both credit demand and supply fell over the 

quarter.  Banks attributed low credit demand to the poor financial conditions of borrowers and 

low credit supply to limited borrower collateral.  However, there is also evidence that the banks 

themselves are facing lending constraints on account of their deposit portfolios.  As a result of 

mass liquidity injections into the banking system, base money expanded over the quarter. 

The global economy continued to recover over Q4 2013, supported by growth in the advanced 

economies.  However, emerging market economies continued to experience lacklustre growth.  

The domestic economy demonstrated stable economic growth over the quarter, driven by the 

services sector. However, the agricultural sector contracted over the quarter on account of 

drought, whilst growth of the manufacturing sector remained relatively subdued. 

During the quarter, fiscal policy stance was more of net borrowing, as growth in government 

expenditure outstripped revenue.  Government revenue was however higher than previously 

achieved, albeit lower than forecast on account of the lower performance of the Value Added 

Tax (VAT). 

The Ugandan Shilling continued to follow an appreciation trajectory amidst low activity in the 

foreign exchange market.  The Ugandan, Kenyan and Tanzanian Shillings appear to broadly 

follow trend, an indication that they were being guided by similar factors.   
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The overall balance of payments improved in Q4 2013, driven by a lesser current account deficit.  

However, the trade balance is expected to deteriorate on account of the crisis in South Sudan, 

increased domestic production and the implementation of government investment projects. 

Annual headline inflation increased to 7.2 per cent over the quarter, while annual core inflation 

fell to an average of 6.6 per cent.  Food crop prices continued to exert strong inflationary 

pressures.   
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2 Money and credit 
Financial markets play an important role on economic activity.  A well-developed financial 

market should improve the efficiency with which savings are channelled into investment, which 

in turn promote economic growth.  Furthermore, a well-developed domestic financial market 

facilitates capital flows, which in turn supports domestic investment and economic growth.  

However, financial markets are highly susceptible to investor sentiments. Whilst the financial 

sector has the potential to promote economic growth, especially in a globalised world, the 

volatility that it generates as a result of changing investor sentiments can be destructive to the 

economy.  The following sections analyse the developments in the international and domestic 

financial markets. 

2.1 Global financial markets 

Global financial markets were relatively stable in Q4 2013; the Federal Reserve’s December 

announcement that it would begin tapering its Quantitative Easing policy from January 2014, but 

with the added intention to keep short-term interest rates low, did not appear to have much effect 

over the quarter, particularly in the advanced economies.  The increase in the US government 

debt ceiling in October, following a 10-day government shutdown, may have also contributed to 

greater financial market stability over the quarter.  10-year government bond yields did not 

change in either the US or the Euro-zone over the quarter, and remained at 2.7 per cent and 1.8 

per cent respectively.  In the UK however, 10-year government bond yields rose from 2.6 per 

cent in Q3 2013 to 2.8 per cent in Q4 2013.  Figures 1a and 1b, below, presents 10-year 

government bond yields in selected countries. 

Figure 1a and 1b: 10-year Government bond yields in advanced and emerging economies 

  

Source: Bloomberg 

Whilst financial markets have demonstrated relative stability amongst developed economies, this 

has not necessarily been the case for emerging market economies over the quarter.  US monetary 

policy has triggered monetary policy tightening amongst some emerging market economies, 

which perhaps explains why capital inflows have so far remained resilient.  Nonetheless, equity 
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prices are subdued, many sovereign bond yields have risen and currency pressures have been 

experienced.  10-year government bond yields rose in both China and India over the quarter to 

4.5 per cent and 8.8 per cent respectively. 

There remains a risk that contractionary US monetary policy is yet to fully affect emerging 

market economies and thereby increase financial market volatility, with portfolio shifts leading 

to capital outflows and exchange rate depreciations. 

Furthermore, corporate leverage has increased on account of many emerging market economies 

experiencing increased exposure to foreign currency liabilities.  The most vulnerable economies 

may experience increased pressure on asset valuations, especially if interest rates rise sharply and 

adversely affect investor sentiments.  

2.2 Domestic financial markets 

2.2.1 Interbank money markets 

Commercial bank activity in the interbank money market declined by 13.3 per cent in Q4 2013, 

from UGX 5,976 billion in Q3 2013 to UGX 5,184 billion.  Overnight trades continued to 

dominate interbank activity and accounted for 53.7 per cent of all trades over the quarter, equal 

to UGX 2,782 billion, compared to UGX 2,909 billion in the previous quarter.  7-day trading 

declined further, from UGX 1,722 billion in Q3 2013 to UGX 806 billion in Q4 2013, which 

constituted only 15.6 per cent of total trading. The decline in the 7-day trades is attributed to the 

liquidity overhang in the banking system. 

The Bank of Uganda continued to rely heavily on the use of REPOs instruments to manage 

liquidity in the banking system, withdrawing UGX 5,121 billion over the quarter. However, there 

was an estimated UGX 523 billion of excess liquidity remaining in the banking system at end-

December 2013.   

The weighted average 7-day interbank rate largely traded close to the CBR throughout the 

quarter, although it fell towards the lower bound in December 2013.  During October and 

November 2013, with the CBR set at 12.0 per cent, the weighted average 7-day interbank rate 

averaged 11.78 per cent and 12.06 per cent, respectively.  In December, with the CBR reduced to 

11.5 per cent, the weighted average 7-day rate fell by an even larger amount to an average of 

11.13 per cent.  Figure 2, below, presents the evolution of the 7-day interbank money market 

rate with the monetary stance. 
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Figure 2: Evolution of the 7-day interbank rate 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

2.2.2 Treasury securities market 

In line with fiscal financing needs, the Bank of Uganda made seven (7) Treasury bill auctions 

and six Treasury bond auctions in Q4 2013.  All Treasury bill tenors were higher, on average 

relative to Q3 2013; the weighted average annualized yields for the 91-day, 182-day and 364-day 

Treasury bills rose to 10.17 per cent, 12.98 per cent and 13.43 per cent respectively in Q4 2013, 

from respective rates of 9.90 per cent, 11.67 per cent and 12.86 per cent in the previous quarter.     

The evolution of Treasury bond yields were however mixed over the quarter.  The 2-year and 5-

year bond yields rose to 14.17 per cent and 14.19 per cent respectively during the quarter, from 

respective rates of 12.90 per cent and 13.88 per cent in Q3 2013.  On the other hand, the 3-year 

and 10-year bond yields fell to 14.13 per cent and 14.38 per cent respectively in Q4 2013, from 

respective rates of 14.33 per cent and 14.76 per cent in Q3 2013.  A new 15-year treasury bond 

was issued at 15.25 per cent in Q4 2013. Figure 3, below, highlights the evolution of Treasury 

bill yields. 
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Figure 3: Treasury bill yields 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

The secondary market for treasury bills emulated the evolution in the primary market; yields rose 

across all Treasury bill tenors.  Annualized rates for securities of less than 91-days, less than 

182-days and less than 364-days rose to 9.9 per cent, 12.5 per cent and 12.9 per cent 

respectively, compared to respective rates of 9.6 per cent, 11.4 per cent and 12.6 per cent in Q3 

2013.   

Furthermore, the total volume of Treasury bills traded in the secondary market increased to UGX 

329.3 billion in Q4 2013, from UGX 129.9 billion in Q3 2013, largely centred on 364-day 

Treasury bills.  Table 1 presents a summary of secondary market activity for Treasury bills over 

the quarter ending December 2013. 
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Table 1: Secondary market activity for Treasury bills 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

However, trades in the Treasury bond secondary market declined over the three months to 

December 2013. The total trading volume amounted to UGX 298.4 billion, from UGX 533.2 

billion in the three months to September 2013.  The decline in trading may be attributed to lower 

yields.  Table 2 presents a summary of bid and offer quotes for Treasury bond secondary market 

trading.  

Table 2: Secondary market activity for Treasury bonds 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

2.3 Monetary aggregates and private sector credit 

Sustainable growth in credit to the private sector is necessary to promote economic growth.  

Very low commercial bank interest rates are likely to increase credit demand, but also credit 

demand for risky projects, as the borrower has less to lose.  However, very high interest rates 

will stall credit growth, and thereby investment and ultimately economic growth, by elevating the 

cost of borrowing.  Developments in the overall stock of loans, as illustrated through private 

sector credit are thus crucial for investment and growth of the real economy. 

Bid Offer Bid Offer Bid Offer

Minimum 9.39 9.29 11.05 10.94 12.08 11.96

Maximum 10.14 10.14 12.44 12.16 12.98 12.86

Average (simple) 9.63 9.51 11.45 11.33 12.55 12.42

Transactions

Horizontal repos

Outright sales

Average discount rate

Average yield-to-maturity

91-days 182-days 364-days

9.27

9.57

Total trading activity

9.40

9.40

10.81

11.39

237.20

237.20

11.44

12.49

Bid Offer Bid Offer Bid Offer Bid Offer Bid Offer

Minimum 12.70 12.60 13.10 13.00 13.70 13.60 14.20 14.10 15.00 14.90

Maximum 14.25 14.15 14.35 14.25 14.80 14.70 15.10 15.00 15.00 14.90

Average (simple) 13.64 13.63 13.97 13.87 14.41 14.30 14.79 14.69 15.00 14.90

Outright sales

Average yield-to-

maturity

66.57 -

13.07 13.52 13.57 14.90 -

     2 year      3 year     5 year      10 year

Total trading activity

78.32 71.95 81.55

   15 year
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2.3.1 Loan supply and demand 

In the quarter ending December 2013, the level of credit demand and supply fell compared to 

September 2013.  The number of loan applications (a proxy for credit demand) decreased to 

128,254 in the quarter to December 2013, from 133,249 applications in the quarter to September.  

Similarly, loan approvals (a proxy for credit supply) decreased to 118,950, from 125,334 in the 

previous quarter.  Limited borrower collateral has been attributed to lower credit supply than 

demand over the quarter.  A summary of loan applications and approvals is shown in figure 4. 

Figure 4: Loan applications and approvals 

  

Source: Bank of Uganda 

Demand also continues to outstrip supply in terms of loan value, which presents possible credit 

rationing behaviour from deposit-taking institutions. Personal and household loans, loans for 

trade and building, mortgages, construction and real estate continue to constitute the largest share 

of total credit (61 per cent combined).  However, these sectors are perceived to be more risky 

and therefore bear higher interest rates, which may explain the low credit growth.  Over Q4 

2013, loan applications totalled UGX 2,826.5 billion, while loan approvals amounted to only 

UGX 1,867.9 billion.  However, the quarter presents lesser credit constraints when compared to 

the quarter ending September 2013, where loan applications totalled UGX 3,068.29 billion and 

loan approvals UGX 1,714.5 billion.  Credit allocations remained weak and banks attribute it to 

strict credit conditions enforced by banks and delicate private sector balance sheets. 

2.3.2 Loan extensions and recoveries 

According to an overall flow analysis of loans extended by Other Depository Corporations 

(ODCs), net credit supply has increased over 2013 Q4. However, credit supply and credit 

recoveries have decreased in the quarter under review.  Over the three months to December, the 

total amount of credit extended by all depository-taking institutions totalled UGX 2,703 billion, 

whilst total loan recoveries were slightly less at UGX 2,360 billion.  In comparison, over the 

three months to September 2013, total loan extensions amounted to UGX 2,932 billion, whilst 
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total loan recoveries amounted to UGX 2,664.  Consequently, net loan extensions amounted to 

UGX 343 billion over the three months to December, compared to UGX 268 billion over the 

three months to September. 

Shilling denominated lending demonstrated a net loan extension in 2013 Q4, as has been the case 

for the past 2 years.  Both net extensions and recoveries fell over the quarter, but the balance still 

remained tilted towards a net loan extension of UGX 242 billion.  Reassuringly, although loan 

recoveries fell over the quarter, the share of non-performing loans did not increase and remained 

stable at 4.2 per cent of total outstanding loans.  Foreign currency lending also registered a net 

loan extension over 2013 Q4 on account of both rising loan extensions and falling loan 

recoveries.  However, it is unlikely that this trend will continue as new commercial bank 

regulations are introduced that will increase prudential requirements.  Table 3 presents net loan 

extensions in foreign and domestic currency. 

Table 3: Loan recoveries and extensions 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

Total private sector credit grew by 3.8 per cent over the three months to December 2013 and was 

predominantly driven by growth in Shilling denominated loans, which amounted to 4.3 per cent.  

Foreign currency denominated loans grew by 4.1 per cent over the quarter.  In the quarter ending 

September 2013, Shilling denominated loans and foreign currency denominated loans had grown 

by 3.8 per cent 3.3 per cent respectively. Table 4, below, presents a summary of lending to the 

private sector. 

Extensions Recoveries Net Extensions Extensions Recoveries Net Extensions

Dec 11 1,383.2 1,334.6 -71.3 998.1 976.7 106.9

Mar 12 1,059.5 1,274.3 14.8 1,053.1 1,064.0 44.3

Jun 12 1,263.3 1,364.3 34.2 1,083.6 968.6 95.8

Sep 12 1,351.2 1,281.1 70.1 1,017.6 1,031.6 -14.0

Dec 12 1,477.3 1,438.7 38.6 1,351.2 1,166.2 185.0

Mar 13 1,217.1 1,118.8 98.4 1,124.7 1,275.3 -150.6

Jun 13 1,514.0 1,298.5 215.5 1,134.6 1,346.9 -212.4

Sep 13 1,750.9 1,415.6 335.3 1,181.0 1,248.6 -67.6

Dec 13 1,502.9 1,260.8 242.2 1,200.1 1,099.2 100.9

Shilling loans Foreign currency loans
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Table 4: Private Sector Credit growth by currency 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

2.3.3 Monetary aggregates 

Growth of the financial sector may be captured through growth in monetary aggregates.  Stable 

growth in monetary aggregates tends to be associated with stable inflation and economic 

growth, whereas rapid growth in monetary aggregates is associated with elevated inflation as 

well as poor economic growth.   

As may be expected from mass liquidity injections into the banking system, base money 

expanded over the quarter, growing by 11.3 per cent compared to 3.3 per cent in Q3 2013.  Net 

Domestic Assets held by the banking system continued to drive the growth in monetary 

aggregates, although by a lesser extent than in the previous quarter.  NDA grew by 9.4 per cent 

over Q4 2013, compared to 19.8 per cent in Q3 2013.  Net Foreign Assets also grew by 5.5 per 

cent over the quarter, compared to a 4.1 per cent decline in the previous quarter.  The growth in 

NDA was largely on account of increased holdings of Government securities by Other 

Depository Corporations (ODCs), which expanded by 6.9 per cent in the quarter, compared to 

5.6 per cent in the quarter to September. Broad money, M3 grew by 6.9 per cent over the quarter, 

compared to 3.1 per cent growth in the previous quarter.  The growth in M3 was largely on 

account of the growth in foreign currency deposits, by 5.7 per cent. The evolution of base 

money, NFA and NDA are shown in figure 5, below. 

Sep-11 8.6 7.0 12.4 3.6

Dec-11 -0.9 0.6 -4.6 8.9

Mar-12 1.7 -4.3 17.2 15.9

Jun-12 1.9 -0.8 7.6 9.6

Sep-12 1.7 -0.5 6.0 3.0

Dec-12 6.1 -0.4 18.0 11.9

Mar-13 -1.7 -1.4 -2.6 0.8

Jun-13 0.3 2.0 -1.9 -1.9

Sep-13 3.8 4.4 3.0 4.3

Dec-13 3.8 0.5 9.4 10.8
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the private 

sector

ODC loans 

Shs.
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Figure 5: Evolution of base money and its components 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

Currency in circulation (CIC) grew more dramatically, by 13.9 per cent over the quarter ending 

December 2013, compared to a decline of 2.7 per cent over the quarter ending September 2013. 

Other monetary aggregates such as M1 grew by 10.1 per cent in December, relative to a decline 

of 0.6 per cent in September; while M2 grew by 7.3 per cent over the quarter relative to a near 

decline in the previous quarter.  The dramatic growth in broad money, M1 and M2 was on 

account of rapid growth in demand, and time and saving deposits.  Demand deposits grew by 7.6 

per cent in December 2013, relative to 0.8 per cent in September. Time and saving deposits also 

grew, though to a lesser degree, by 3.5 per cent over the quarter, compared to 0.8 per cent growth 

in the previous quarter.  Table 5 displays the quarterly growth in monetary aggregates. 
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Table 5: Evolution of monetary aggregates and private sector deposits 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda  

Notes: Transferable=Demand; CIC=Currency in Circulation 

 

M1 M2 M3 Transferable
Time and 

savings
Forex

Q4 2011 4.0 0.1 -1.0 -2.2 -4.0 -2.6 -5.3

Q1 2012 -9.2 0.5 0.3 1.1 8.7 -0.2 3.5

Q2 -1.3 -3.2 -0.8 5.9 -7.3 2.6 23.9

Q3 8.3 8.1 6.6 2.7 13.0 4.6 -5.6

Q4 21.0 13.1 7.5 4.4 12.8 -0.5 -2.9

Q1 2013 -5.4 -1.7 -0.6 -1.8 0.0 1.2 -4.9

Q2 -5.8 -1.4 1.6 1.2 -2.0 6.2 -0.1

Q3 2.6 -0.6 0.0 3.1 0.8 0.8 12.0

Q4 10.8 10.1 7.3 6.9 7.6 3.5 5.7

Monetary aggregates Private sector deposits
Base 

money
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3 Economic activity 

3.1 Global economic activity 

Strong global economic confidence and activity and a favourable exchange rate all tend to 

increase domestic export demand.  Greater global demand will thus boost domestic production, 

create employment and encourage economic growth.  Furthermore, a multiplier effect should 

accentuate production, employment and growth beyond that to satisfy the increased export 

demand. 

3.1.1 Real economic activity 

Although outside the control of Ugandan policymakers and business leaders, global economic 

forces play a critical role within the Ugandan economy.  The small size and relatively open 

nature of the Ugandan economy make it highly vulnerable to global economic developments, 

particularly via financial flows, demand, exchange rate and inflationary pressures.  The most 

relevant developments to Uganda will be developments in the world’s largest markets: advanced 

markets such as the Euro zone, Japan, UK and US and increasingly in emerging economies such 

as Brazil, China, India and South Africa, as well as developments in the East African 

Community. 

The global economy continued to recover over Q4 2013, supported by growth in the advanced 

economies, particularly in the US, Japan and the Euro zone.  Markit Global Economics describe 

global economic growth as “solid” in Q4 2013, boosted by a strong recovery in manufacturing, 

improved new business inflows and a pick up in employment figures. 

In the US, annual GDP increased by 3.2 per cent in Q4 2013, compared to 4.1 per cent in Q3 

2013.  Although the growth figure was less in the recent quarter, it depicts strong fundamentals 

given that the quarter also experienced the shutdown of federal government and the 

announcement that gradual tapering of monetary policy would commence in January 2014.  

Buoyant economic activity was attributed to a rise in consumer and business spending and to a 

strengthening export sector.  In Japan, the fiscal and monetary stimuli have triggered an increase 

in inflation and a currency depreciation and therefore greater export competitiveness.  In the 

Euro zone, although growth remains low and below levels experienced before the financial 

crisis, growth continues to pick up and notably improvements have been experienced in the 

peripheral economies of Ireland, Spain and Portugal.  

Emerging market economies continued to experience lacklustre growth.  Weak external demand 

remains a drag on growth, although this may improve with growth in the advanced economies.  

Furthermore, many emerging market economies are suffering macroeconomic imbalances and 

weak fundamentals such as large currency account deficits and overvalued exchange rates that 

may become susceptible to depreciation pressures given the US’ increasingly expansionary 

monetary stance.  In China, annual GDP growth ticked down marginally to 7.7 per cent in Q4 

2013, from 7.8 per cent in Q3.  However, many analysts expect Chinese growth to slow further 
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in coming quarters as China implements more sustainable growth measures such as reduced 

government intervention in financial markets and the promotion of domestic consumption, which 

is likely to harm investment and exports.  

The implications for Uganda from the current state of the global economy are unclear.  Growth 

in advanced economies, in particular the Euro zone, a major export destination, may boost 

Uganda’s export sector.  Whilst at the same time, the slowdown in emerging economies may 

have the opposite effect. 

3.2 Domestic economic activity 

Growth in domestic demand, as realised through an expansion in output, may be attributed to 

consumption, investment or government expenditure.  An increase in any of the above should 

increase employment, as more workers are needed in the production process and more income is 

available to pay wages, which will in turn further increase aggregate demand.  A multiplier 

effect should emanate from increased production, unless otherwise disrupted. 

3.2.1 Real economic activity 

Economic activity is measured using GDP figures. Within Uganda, the services sector is the 

dominant source of real economic activity, contributing to approximately 52 per cent of GDP.  

The industrial sector makes up approximately 25 per cent of GDP, whilst agriculture comprises 

approximately 14 per cent; the remaining 9 per cent arises from net taxes.  Whilst agriculture is 

the smallest real sector, it is comparatively large when compared to other economies, and is 

where the majority of the population are still employed.  Furthermore, it is particularly relevant 

to monetary policy in that it is the one sector that monetary policy is least able to affect; yet 

economic development is widely believed to stem from agricultural development.  Therefore, this 

section will evaluate domestic GDP developments across all of the real sectors of the economy. 

The Composite Index of Economic Activity (CIEA) provides information on economic 

developments on a more timely and frequent basis than GDP may.  The monthly CIEA
1
 rose by 

0.9 per cent in the three months to November 2013, from 160.4 in August 2013 (revised) to 

161.9 in November 2013.  On a monthly basis, the past quarter demonstrates stable economic 

growth of 0.2 per cent per month, which is more sustainable than the average 0.5 per cent 

monthly growth figure from January 2013 (figure 6).   

3.2.1.1  SECTORAL DEVELOPMENTS 
Growth in activity in the three major sectors (Services, Industry and Agriculture) is compared 

using indices: Services Index, Index of Industrial Output (IOP) and Index of Agricultural 

Production (IAP), which are obtained using seasonally adjusted data to filter out the combined 

                                                           
1 The index aggregates Trend cycle (data excluding seasonal and calendar effects) estimates of real data on 
excise duty, VAT, Government Current expenditure, government development expenditure, private sector 
gross credit extension, total exports and imports.  
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seasonal and calendar effects. Figure 1 shows that during August 2013, the services sector 

registered an increase in activity while the rest declined.  

Agriculture production is estimated to have declined by 1.1 per cent in the quarter to November 

2013; the Index of Agricultural Production has declined from 112.6 in August 2013 to 111.4 in 

November.  The largest declines were recorded in market deliveries of beans, cassava, maize and 

sweet potatoes.  Industrial activity remained relatively stable in the quarter to November 2013; 

the Index of Production was 156.8 in November.  Meanwhile, the services sector is estimated to 

have expanded over the quarter to November 2013: the Services Index grew by 0.6 per cent over 

the three months to November, from 165.2 per cent in August 2013 to 166.1 per cent in 

November.  Services growth centred on financial services and hotel and restaurant activity.   

Figure 6: CIEA and sector indices 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

3.2.1.2  EMPLOYMENT INDEX 

On a quarterly basis, an employment index based on the number of jobs advertised decreased by 

13.2 per cent, while that based on the number of newly registered employees contributing to 

NSSF declined by 15.7 per cent.  Figure 7 presents the decline in the two employment indices 

over the quarter. 
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Figure 7: Employment indices 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda and NSSF 

3.2.2 Confidence Surveys  

3.2.2.1  CONSUMER CONFIDENCE 

The overall Consumer Confidence Index (CCI
2
) improved over the quarter, although remained 

within pessimistic territory; the CCI reached 41.3 over the quarter to December, from 40.6 in 

September 2013.  The Current Economic Condition Index (CECI) also improved over the 

quarter, yet the Consumer Expectation Index (CEI) deteriorated.  The CECI improved sizeably to 

35.1 over the quarter to December 2013, from 31.7 in September 2013.  Yet, the Consumer 

Expectation Index decreased to 45.5 over the quarter to December 2013, from 46.5 in September 

2013.  As the employment indices above might suggest, consumers’ outlook surrounding job 

availability deteriorated to an index reading of 41.8 over the quarter to December 2013, from 

44.8 previously.  Accordingly, consumers were less optimistic for their future financial situation, 

as shown by an index reading of 51.3 in the quarter to December 2013, down from 53.0 in 

September 2013. 

                                                           
2 CCI is derived from Diffusion Indices (DI), which is calculated as:  DI = 100 (P + E/2) Where; P is the fraction of positive (+) replies in the total, E are the fraction of 

equal (=) replies in the total. Implying DI varies from 0 to 100. 
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Table 6: Quarterly CCI and component indicators 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

3.2.2.2  BUSINESS CONFIDENCE 

Business optimism generally declined slightly over the quarter to December 2013; similarly 

business outlook for the next three months (January to March 2014) is less optimistic.  On a 

quarterly basis, the business confidence index declined to 60.1 in the quarter to December 2013, 

from 61.5 in the quarter to September 2013 (Table 7). 

At the sectoral level, the construction, manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, agriculture and 

‘other sectors’ were confident about the state of the economy in the quarter to December 2013; 

the business confidence indices were 60.0, 59.0, 55.8, 61.0 and 62.0 respectively.  The level of 

optimism increased over the quarter in the construction and manufacturing sectors, but declined 

for the wholesale and retail trade, agriculture and ‘other services’ sectors. 

All sectors were less optimistic in their future outlook, with the exception of the construction 

sector.  The Confidence Indices for the construction, manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, 

agriculture and ‘other’ sectors were 75.7, 71.9, 64.1, 64.6 and 65.9 respectively. 

Competition, low consumer demand and the high cost of finance were the top three factors 

attributed for limiting business activity across all sectors.  Other factors included high input 

costs, delays in payment and exchange rate fluctuations.  Sector specific issues included high 

labour costs in the construction sector, competition from low quality imports and high taxes in 

the manufacturing sector, and high taxes in the wholesale and retail trade sector.  The 

agricultural sector cited seasonal climate changes and constrained input supply as factors limiting 

production. 

Jun 14 Sep 14 Dec 14

Overall Consumer Confidence Index (CCI) 40.4 40.6 41.3

Current Economic Condition Index (CECI) 30.8 31.7 35.1

Present Economic conditions 29.5 27.0 31.9

Job availability 32.1 36.4 38.4

Consumer Expectation Index (CEI) 46.8 46.5 45.5

Economic condition in next 3 months 46.7 41.6 43.4

Job availability in next 3 months 41.6 44.8 41.8

Financial conditions in next 3 months 52.1 53.0 51.3

Price expectation index 23.2 16.8 18.6

Buying Intention 44.6 49.1 50.4
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Table 7: Quarterly business tendency indicators 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

3.2.2.3  TRENDS IN BUSINESS SITUATION INDICES 

Figure 8, below, shows the divergence between the projected and the actual business outlook.  In 

September 2013, business confidence was projected at 73 points. However, the actual outturn 

over the three months (October, November & December) 2013 was 54 points. The wider gap 

between the two indices (projected and actual) displays increased optimism over the state of the 

economy, despite an unexpected dip in activity.   

Figure 8: Trends in Business Situation Indices 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

3.2.3 Fiscal activity 

Government operations in H1 2013/14 resulted in a net borrowing position of UGX 1,190.1 

billion, which although higher than the net borrowing figure in H1 2012/13, was equivalent to 

only 35.1 per cent of that approved in the budget.  Accordingly, the government budget has been 

executed at a much slower pace than in previous years (Table 8).  Increased net borrowing has 

emanated from the expenditure side, which has increased at a much faster pace than government 

revenue receipts over the financial year.   

Mar 13 Jun 13 Sep 13 Dec 13

Quarterly BTI 63.6 60.4 61.5 60.1

Construction 57.3 54.9 57.5 60.0

Manufacturing 60.7 59.3 56.9 59.2

Wholesale Trade 56.3 56.1 63.3 55.8

Agriculture 69.8 57.0 63.3 61.0

Others Sectors 68.1 67.6 64.7 62.0
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Table 8: Fiscal operations (UGX billions) 

 

Source: Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development (MoFPED)  

3.2.3.1  REVENUE PERFORMANCE 

The H1 2013/14 government revenue outturn was 7.3 per cent higher than that of H1 2012/13, 

largely due to increased revenue performance in Q2 2013/14.  Higher tax collections, in 

particular higher international trade tax collections, were the main contributor to the improved 

revenue performance (Figure 9); many other government revenue sources have posted declines 

over the year to date.  

Despite improved revenue performance, tax collections for H1 2013/14 performed below target 

by UGX 268.2 billion; all tax heads registered shortfalls.  According to the Ministry of Finance, 

the underperformance was a consequence of low demand for goods and services, slow growth in 

the services sector, a strong Shilling and lesser imports than expected
3
.  Indirect domestic tax 

collections, in particular VAT collections, registered the biggest shortfall, which the Ministry of 

Finance have attributed to a reduction in goods prices on account of low demand for goods and 

services  

                                                           
3
 Ministry of Finance Tax Policy Department Half Year Domestic Revenue Performance Report 

Cummulative  
H1 2012/13 

Approved  
budget  
2012/13 

Per cent of  
approved  
budget 

Q1 2012/13 Q2 2012/13 Cummulative  
H1 2013/14 

Approved  
budget  
2013/14 

Per cent of  
approved  
budget 

Revenue 4213.4 8698.5 48.4 2044.1 2478.0 4522.1 9670.3 46.8 

Taxes 3376.5 7455.8 45.3 1826.7 2036.9 3863.6 8760.6 44.1 
Social contributions - - - - - - - - 
Grants  714.4 1242.8 57.5 182.2 413.4 595.7 909.7 65.5 
Other revenue  122.5 - 35.1 27.7 62.8 - 
Total Outlay 5210.5 10926.5 47.7 2615.9 3096.3 5712.2 13064.8 43.7 
Net lending / borrowing   -997.1 -2228.0 44.8 -571.8 -618.2 -1190.1 -3394.6 35.1 
Financing 846.2 2228.0 38.0 673.1 429.4 1102.5 3394.6 32.5 
Net domestic financing 376.4 978.8 38.5 517.8 175.0 659.5 1792.3 36.8 
Net external financing 469.8 1249.1 37.6 155.4 287.7 443.0 1602.2 27.6 
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Figure 9: Revenue performance (UGX billions) 

 

Source: Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development (MoFPED) 

3.2.3.2  EXPENDITURE PERFORMANCE 

Higher current expenditure in the first half of 2013/14 was the main catalyst behind higher total 

government expenditure
4
 relative to the first half of 2012/13.  Higher government wages and 

salaries, which is the result of salary arrears not paid since July 2013 in addition to an increment 

in the government wage bill in the approved budget for 2013/14, drove the higher current 

expenditure.  Government interest payments have remained broadly stable over the period. 

3.2.3.3  FINANCING 

Fiscal operations for H1 2013/14 were financed by UGX 1,102.5 billion net borrowing, which 

was higher than the UGX 846.2 billion net borrowing in H1 2012/13.  Domestic financing was 

the major source of financing in the first quarter, while external financing dominated the second 

quarter.  

The stock of public domestic debt (at cost value) grew to UGX 6,639.3 billion by end December 

2013, reflecting a net issuance of UGX 556.2 billion between June and December 2013.  The 

stock of government securities remained concentrated in treasury bonds, in line with 

government’s risk-mitigating strategy.  The ratio of Treasury bonds to treasury bills closed at 

62:38 by end December 2013.  

The second half of 2013/14, in particular Q4 2013/14, is projected to increase in terms of both 

government revenue and expenditure.  External financing is projected to be the major source of 

                                                           
4
 Expense and Net acquisition of Non-financial assets 
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financing in H2 2013/14, driven by anticipated significant foreign inflows in the last quarter 

(Table 9).  

Table 9: Fiscal outlook (UGX billions) 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

Preliminary 

outturn H1 

2013/14

Projected 

outturn Q3 

2013/14

Projected 

outturn Q4 

2013/14

Projected 

outturn H2 

2013/14

Revenue 4522.1 2385.0 2648.0 5033.0

Total Outlay 5712.2 3102.0 4985.0 8087.0

Net Borrowing/Lending -1190.1 -716.0 -2337.0 -3053.0

Financing 1102.5 716.0 2337.0 3053.0

Net Domestic Financing 659.4 317.0 809.0 1126.0

Net External Financing 443.0 399.0 1528.0 1927.0
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4. Exchange rates and balance of payments 
The two broad policy options used by policy makers to transform a deficit in the current account 

of the balanace of payments into a surplus are termed as expenditure-reducing and expenditure-

switching polices. Expenditure-reducing policy aims at leaving economic growth unchanged, 

while reducing domestic expenditures on consumption goods and investment goods so that 

exports can increase while imports decline. However, expenditure-reducing policy has many 

drawbacks: reducing expenditure on consumption and investment, and therewith imports, lead to 

unemployment and excess capacity in the consumption and investment industries. Secondly, the 

export industries are unable to absorb freed-up resources in the consumption and investment 

industries immediately, because the adjustment process takes time. Also, if prices and wages are 

sticky, then the export industry will not expand at all, because its profitability does not increase. 

Thus, although there will be some improvements in the current account deficit because imports 

have reduced, economic growth is more likely to decline, leading to a recession. 

Expenditure-switching policy aims at stimulating demand in the export industries, import-

competing sectors and non-traded goods sectors, while reducing demand for imports. The real 

exchnag rate is the main instrument for implementing expenditure-switching policy. A 

depreciation of the echange rate would cause both imports as well as export goods sold in the 

domestic market to be more expensive. The reduced demand for these goods will be switched to 

import substitutes and home goods, because both goods are relatively cheap. In addition, exports 

will increase because they become profitable. Thus, the current account deficit improves and, at 

the same time economic growth increases because even the non-traded goods sectors are 

booming.    

4.1 Nominal exchange rates 

The Ugandan Shilling continued to follow an appreciation trajectory over the last quarter of 

2013, as has been the case throughout the last 6 months of 2013.  During this period, activity in 

the foreign exchange market has been characterised with extreme calmness, particularly 

compared to the Q4 2012 and Q1 2013, which experienced high levels of volatility amidst 

heightened depreciation pressures.  The increased exchange rate stability presents restored 

confidence in the Ugandan Shilling following the suspension of donor budget support in Q4 

2012. 

On a quarterly basis, the Shilling appreciated by 2.2 per cent over the three months to December 

2013, which is a faster rate than the 0.2 per cent appreciation experienced over the three months 

to September 2013.  The quarterly appreciation reflects in part the global weakening of the US 

Dollar, by 2.0 per cent over the quarter (Figure 10), and increased portfolio inflows, particularly 

for high-yielding Government securities.  Coffee exports receipts and inward remittance flows, 

both seasonal factors, also supported the Shilling, as did low import performance. 
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On an annual basis, the Shilling appreciated by 3.8 per cent in Q4 2013, which marked the end of 

the depreciation pressures that had prevailed since Q4 2012. In comparison, the Shilling 

depreciated by 10.4 per cent in Q1 2013 and by 3.4 per cent in Q3 2013 annually. At the end of 

2013, the Shilling stood at UGX 2,517.5 in Q4 2013 compared to UGX 2,623.7 in Q4 2012. The 

current exchange rate may be a result of weak import performance. 

Figure 10: The Ugandan Shilling and US dollar indices 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

Despite overall exchange rate stability, there was a one-off intervention purchase of US$20.0 

million over the quarter.  The Bank of Uganda also conducted targeted sales and purchases for 

reserve build-up over the quarter, which amounted to USD 43.7 million and USD 262.4 million 

respectively, resulting in a net purchase of foreign exchange equal to USD 238.7 million.   

In contrast, all other currencies in the region depreciated over the quarter.  The Kenyan Shilling, 

Tanzanian Shilling, Rwandan Franc and Burundi Franc all depreciated by 0.4 per cent, 1.9 per 

cent, 5.8 per cent and 2.3 per cent, respectively, in Q4 2013, when compared to Q4 2012 (figure 

11).   

However, on a quarterly basis, the Kenyan and Tanzanian Shillings also appreciated as the 

Ugandan Shilling: by 1.5 per cent and 0.6 per cent respectively.  Meanwhile, the Rwandan and 

Burundi Francs depreciated by 2.2 per cent and 0.1 per cent respectively.  The Ugandan, Kenyan 

and Tanzanian Shillings appear to broadly follow suit, and so may be guided by similar 

influences, however the magnitude of exchange rate movement may be determined by the state 

of the current account. 
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Figure 11: Annual exchange rate movements within the EAC 

 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

4.1.1 Nominal and real effective exchange rate 

The Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER), which has been following an annual appreciation 

trajectory since Q4 2011 continued to appreciate in 2013 Q4.  The REER appreciated by 10.2 per 

cent on an annual basis in Q4 2013, which is far higher than any other quarter in 2013.  The 

REER also appreciated on a quarterly basis, by 3.4 per cent in Q4 2013.  Furthermore, unlike in 

2011/12, when the REER appreciation was driven by an inflation differential, the REER 

appreciation is at present driven by an appreciation in the Nominal Effective Exchange Rate 

(NEER). 

The NEER appreciated by 9.2 per cent on an annual basis, and by 3.7 per cent on a quarterly 

basis, in Q4 2013.  The Ugandan Shilling has strengthened considerably against the currencies of 

many of it’s main trading partners including the Sudanese Pound (by 29.3 per cent), the Japanese 

Yen (by 25.2 per cent), the South African Rand (by 19.6 per cent), the Indian Rupee (by 17.6 per 

cent) and the Kenyan shilling (by 4.3 per cent).  Furthermore, most emerging market economies 

have suffered depreciation pressures from capital flow reversals based upon the tapering of US 

quantitative easing, which have also contributed to the Shilling’s appreciation. 
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If the Shilling continues to appreciate, as is the current trend, it could affect the competitiveness 

of, and consequently demand for, Ugandan exports.  If export demand fell, this may affect the 

manufacturing sector and thus would be reverberated through reduced investment and 

employment.  Furthermore, it might risk aggravating the current account deficit. 

Figure 12: Drivers of REER movements 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

An inevitable exchange rate correction, expected weak exports performance, partly due to the 

South Sudan crisis, and the likely withdrawal of offshore players from frontier markets may 

trigger depreciation pressures in the near term.  

4.2 Balance of payments 

The balance of payments record financial flows between residents (country) and non-residents 

(rest of the world). A current account deficit in the balance of payments shows that a nation’s 

expenditures are in excess of its income; a nation’s imports are in excess of its exports of goods 

and services and a net drawdown of a nation’s foreign asset holdings. A deficit in the current 

accout therefore implies that a country’s foreign assets position has deteriorated. Thus, it’s 

likely that this country will drawdown its foreign exchange reserves or finance the deficit by 

foreign inflows through foreign direct and portfolio invenstments and/or external borrowing.   

The overall balance of payments improved in Q4 2013, driven by a lesser current account deficit 

over the quarter. The overall balance of payments position stood at USD 143.4 million in Q4 

2013, which is greater than both the USD 16.6 million in Q3 2013 and the USD 47.9 million in 

Q4 2012 (table 9). 
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Preliminary data indicates that the current account balance improved by USD 142.3million over 

the quarter, to a deficit of only USD 419.4million, compared to a deficit of USD 561.7million in 

Q3 2013.  The improvement in the current account balance has been predominantly driven by an 

increase in current transfers.  In addition, the goods, services and income accounts all posted 

lower deficits compared to the previous quarter.  Figure 13 presents the current account balance 

and its components. 

The goods account deficit declined by 16.1 per cent on a quarterly basis to USD 568.6 million, 

reflecting a 14 per cent improvement in the terms of trade (TOT) over the quarter. The 

improvement in the trade balance was mainly attributed to low private sector imports, which fell 

by 4.0 per cent over the quarter, and an increase in non-coffee exports, which grew by 2.0 per 

cent over the quarter; in particular, tea and tobacco exports grew by 51.3 per cent and 99.3 per 

cent respectively over the quarter.  However, coffee exports declined over the quarter on account 

of lower average coffee prices and lesser export volumes; coffee exports fell from USD 106.0 

million in Q3 2013 to USD 74.9 million in Q4 2013.  Coffee prices have been declining since 

January 2013 as many coffee producers have experienced surpluses over the year. 

Figure 13: The current account 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

The services account deficit also reduced over the quarter, from USD 247.6 million in Q3 2013 

to USD 239.5 million in Q4 2013.  Lesser net expenses on other business services have been 

attributed for the improvement. 

Net current transfers increased from USD 270.2 million in Q3 2013 to USD 388.4 million in Q4 

2013, driven by increases in both private and official transfers.   
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Total official transfers (including HIPC relief) to the government amounted to USD 100.4 

million over the quarter, compared to USD 35.1 million received in Q3 2013; project aid grants 

amounted to USD 69.2 million and accounted for the biggest share of the disbursements.  Net 

private transfers amounted to USD 241.9 million, up from USD 235.6 million in Q3 2013. 

The capital and financial account, historically the largest positive component of Uganda’s 

balance of payments, recorded a surplus of USD 391.1 million in Q4 2013, although this is less 

than the USD 552.1 million surplus recorded in Q3 2013.  The quarter to December experienced 

less direct investment, which lowered the capital and financial account surplus.  Furthermore, an 

increase in deposit assets of USD 96.5 million, compared to a drawdown in deposit assets of 

USD 65.6 million in Q3, reduced net investment inflows 

Figure 14: The capital and financial account 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

Developments in the balance of payments led to a reserve build-up of USD 144.5 million, 

excluding valuation changes.  Consequently, gross foreign reserves by end December 2013 

amounted to USD 3,124.3 million (including valuation changes), equivalent to 4.2 months’ cover 

of future imports of goods and services. 
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Table 10: Balance of Payments developments 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

In the short to medium term, the current account balance is likely to be weakened by a 

deteriorating trade balance; export demand is expected to be suppressed from the crisis in South 

Sudan, whilst import demand is expected to recover as firms resume production and government 

infrastructure and energy projects commence. 

Q4 2012 Q3 2013 Oct 13 Nov 13 Dec 13 Q4 2013

Current Account Balance -243.0 -594.2 -175.1 -179.3 -62.8 -417.2

Goods Account (Trade Balance) -577.8 -583.6 -181.8 -183.5 -203.3 -568.6

Total Exports (fob) 698.3 687.7 222.7 226.8 217.0 666.5

General merchandise 663.6 653.5 211.1 214.9 202.8 628.9

Coffee 82.6 106.0 22.7 26.7 25.5 74.9

Total Imports (fob) -1276.1 -1271.4 -404.5 -410.3 -420.3 -1235.0

Government Imports -164.1 -102.2 -28.7 -37.0 -45.0 -110.8

Private Sector Imports -1112.0 -1169.2 -375.8 -373.3 -375.3 -1124.3

Services and Income -176.7 -280.8 -89.1 -89.0 -61.0 -239.1

Services Account (services net) -54.1 -150.7 -53.8 -61.5 -23.4 -138.7

Income Account (Income net) -122.6 -130.0 -35.3 -27.4 -37.7 -100.5

Current Transfers (net) 511.6 270.2 95.8 93.2 201.5 390.5

Capital and Financial Account Balance 331.8 555.1 150.6 180.4 107.9 438.9

Overall Balance 47.9 16.6 15.7 56.8 71.0 143.4

Reserve Assets -48.0 -13.5 -15.4 -57.3 -71.8 -144.5
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5 Inflation 

5.1 Global inflation 

The degree of global integration in goods, factor, and financial markets has substantially 

increased in the last two decades. Global integration has induced significant changes in the 

behaviour of macroeconomic variables in most countries, particularly by altering the dynamics 

of domestic inflation. Therefore, understanding the consequences of international developments 

for domestic inflation is an extremely important question for central banks. This Section analyses 

developments in international prices and implications for domestic inflation.   

Global inflation has continued to be subdued during Q4 2013 reflecting large output gaps and 

high unemployment, especially amongst advanced economies such as the euro zone. In addition, 

international commodity prices have remained low, which in turn kept global inflation subdued.   

As should be the case, inflation remains lower in the advanced economies due to weak demand.  

However, inflation remains notably lower in the Euro zone, which is also plagued with numerous 

ongoing and threatening sovereign debt crises, thereby raising a cause for concern. Table 11, 

below, presents inflation in selected countries.  

Table 11: Consumer Price Inflation developments 

 

1. In India, the wholesale price index (WPI) is the main measure of inflation. The WPI measures 

the price of a representative basket of wholesale goods.  

Source: OECD & Euro Stat 

International Commodity prices 

International commodity prices broadly declined over Q4 2013, with the exception of food 

prices.  Weak global demand continues to suppress commodity prices, as do market expectations 

that a contraction in the US monetary policy might reduce global liquidity and thus investment in 

commodities. 

Energy and non-energy prices declined by 1.9 per cent and 0.7 per cent respectively over the 

quarter (figure 15).  Oil prices declined by 2.7 per cent to US$ 104.5 per barrel in Q4 2013, 

Q1 2013 Q2 2013 Q3 2013 Oct 13 Nov 13 Dec 13

Japan -0.6 -0.3 0.9 1.1 1.5 1.6

United Kingdom 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.2 2.1 2.0

United States 1.7 1.4 1.6 1.0 1.2 1.5

Euro zone 1.9 1.4 1.3 0.7 0.9 0.8

Brazil 6.4 6.6 6.1 5.8 5.8 5.9

China 2.4 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.0 2.5

India (WPI)[1] 6.7 4.8 6.6 7.0 7.5 6.2

South Africa 5.8 5.6 6.3 5.5 5.3 5.3
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partially due to an increase in non-OPEC oil supplies from North America that has more than 

offset reduced supplies from parts of the Middle East and North Africa.  Meanwhile, global food 

prices increased by 0.6 per cent over the quarter.  Nonetheless, geopolitical tensions in the 

Middle East and North Africa remained the largest threat to global commodity prices. 

Figure 15: Commodity market developments 

 

Source: World Bank and FAO Statistics 

5.2 Domestic inflation 

High and volatile inflation can be detrimental to economic growth through exacerbating shoe-

leather and menu costs, eroding individual’s purchasing power and destroying international 

confidence in the domestic economy.  In Uganda, monetary policy is designed to support the 5 

percent medium-term core inflation target. Therefore, monetary policy formulation and 

implementation is designed to ensure that core inflation over the medium term is as close to 5 

percent as possible and that output is as close to potential as possible and is consistent with the 

inflation objective. This Section analyses domestic inflation developments and outlook. A 

comprehensive analysis of inflation outturn and outlook is important, particularly under the 

inflation-targeting framework in order to determine an appropriate monetary policy stance.      

 

In the quarter to December 2013, annual headline inflation rose by 0.3 percentage points, while 

annual core inflation dropped by 0.2 percentage points.  Annual headline and core inflation 

averaged 7.2 per cent and 6.6 per cent respectively over the quarter compared to 6.9 per cent and 

6.8 per cent respectively during the quarter ending September 2013.  Food crops inflation 

continued to be the main driver of headline inflation during the quarter, rising to 11.6 per cent 

year on year from 9.6 per cent in the Q3 2013.  Annual food inflation, which comprises of 

processed foods and food crops prices increased from 7.8 per cent in the quarter ending 

September to an average of 9.4 per cent in December 2013.  Nonetheless, base effects 

predominantly drove food inflation, towards the end of the quarter, as quarterly outturns depicted 

deflation. Annual non-food inflation declined by 0.5 percentage points to 6.3 per cent, from 6.8 
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per cent in the previous quarter, while energy, fuel and utilities (EFU) inflation rose by 1.1 

percentage points to 2.4 per cent, from 1.3 per cent (table 12).  

Table 12: Inflation developments 

 

Source: Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBoS) 

Table 13 disaggregate food inflation by main categories.  As shown in the table 13, the increase 

in food inflation was mainly attributed to an increase in the prices of fresh vegetables, fish, milk 

and eggs, mainly on account of decreased supplies of these food items to markets.  

Table 13: Food crop inflation contributions 

 

Source: Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBoS) 

October November December 2013 Q2 2013 Q3 2013 Q4

Headline inflation 8.1 6.8 6.7 3.6 6.8 7.2

Core inflation 7.2 7.0 5.7 5.7 6.7 6.6

EFU inflation 1.6 0.8 4.9 1.4 1.3 2.4

Food inflation 10.9 8.1 9.2 -2.0 7.9 9.4

Food crops inflation 14.3 7.7 12.7 -6.3 9.6 11.6

Non-food inflation 6.8 6.3 5.7 6.6 6.6 6.3

October November December 2013 Q2 2013 Q3 2013 Q4

Headline inflation 0.0 -0.7 0.1 0.3 1.5 -0.2

Core inflation 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.1

EFU inflation 0.0 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 1.4 0.0

Food inflation 0.1 -2.3 -1.0 0.5 3.8 -1.1

Food crops inflation -1.0 -4.3 0.0 1.2 7.1 -1.8

Non-food inflation -0.3 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.5 0.2

Annual percentage changes

Monthly percentage changes Quarterly percentage changes

O ctober November December

Staples 2.4 1.7 3.9

Fresh Fruit 0.3 0.4 0.5

Fresh Vegetables 1.3 0.0 0.0

Dry Vegetables 1.7 0.5 0.7

Meat and Poultry 0.3 0.3 0.2

Fish 2.1 2.0 2.0

Milk and Eggs 1.2 0.7 0.5

Bread and Cereals 1.0 1.6 1.2

Sugar,tea and Spices 0.0 -0.2 -0.9

O il and Fats -0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Food total 10.9 8.1 9.2
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The recent elevation in inflation may be explained by one-off seasonal factors. As 

aforementioned, the prolonged drought and the effects of the festive season could partly explain 

the increase in annual CPI inflation. 

 

6 Economic outlook 
It takes quite some time for the effect of monetary policy to be fully realised in the real economy, 

particularly for a country like Uganda where the financial sector suffers from structural 

inefficiency. Given that monetary policy is a forward-looking demand management tool, 

policymakers therefore require an understanding of the likely future trajectory of inflation. In 

order to determine the likely trajectory of future inflation, it is important to conduct a 

comprehensive analysis of all demand and supply factors that are likely to drive inflation in the 

future.  This Section analyses domestic inflation outlook, including an assessment of future risks 

to inflation.  

6.1 Global economic outlook 

6.1.1 Outlook for global financial markets 

A drawback in the US Federal Bank QE program is likely to create a decrease in global liquidity 

levels and would reduce long-term interest rates in emerging and developing economies.  

Similarly, it is likely that US monetary policy developments will trigger capital outflows from 

emerging market and developing economies, triggering volatile capital flows. Emerging market 

currencies are also likely to continue to face depreciation pressures on account of expectations of 

capital outflows alone.   Meanwhile, an improvement in US economic activity and the tapering 

of US monetary policy is expected to increase capital inflows to the US and to strengthen the US 

dollar in 2014. 

Uganda is likely to be affected by increased financial market volatility, particularly volatile 

capital flows due to the open nature of Uganda’s capital account.  Furthermore, close ties with 

many emerging market economies may increase the risk of contagion from the financial market 

volatility and depreciation pressures that these economies are expected to suffer. 

6.1.2 Outlook for global economic activity 

Global economic activity is expected to continue to improve, particularly amongst the advanced 

economies where the effects of fiscal consolidation are becoming less severe, policy uncertainty 

has been largely eliminated and the private sector has rebounded.   

According to the IMF January 2014 World Economic Outlook, world output is expected to 

expand by 3.7 per cent and 3.9 per cent in 2014 and 2015 respectively, compared to 3.6 per cent 

and 3.9 per cent previously forecast in October 2013.  Advanced economies which are now 

expected to drive global growth is forecast to expand by 2.2 per cent in 2014, compared to 2.0 

per cent previously forecast. 
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Growth in the US is expected to reach 2.8 per cent in 2014, from 1.9 per cent in 2013, due to 

increased domestic demand and lesser fiscal drag following the budget agreement.  The Euro 

area is expected to grow by 1.0 per cent and 1.4 per cent in 2014 and 2015 respectively, although 

growth is expected to remain uneven across the region and to be slower amongst the peripheral 

economies facing large fiscal debt burdens.  In Japan, the economy is expected to continue 

growing, supported by successful fiscal and monetary stimuli. 

Emerging and developing economies are expected to grow by 5.1 per cent and 5.4 per cent in 

2014 and 2015 respectively, buoyed by stronger external demand from the advanced economies 

and China.  However, most emerging economies are expected to struggle with weak domestic 

demand, large current account deficits and overly depreciating currencies as the US tapers its QE 

program, which may prevent growth going forward. China is expected to grow modestly 

compared to earlier years, by 7.5 per cent and 7.3 per cent in 2014 and 2015 respectively, as the 

government seeks to achieve sustainable development through slowing credit growth and raising 

the cost of capital.  In Sub-Saharan Africa, growth is expected to outperform the average for 

emerging market and developing economies, averaging 6.1 per cent and 5.8 per cent in 2014 and 

2015 respectively, supported by strong inward investment flows.  Table 14, below, summarises 

expected global growth prospects. 

Table 14: IMF WEO annual growth forecasts 

 

Source: IMF WEO January 2014 

6.1.3 Outlook for Global Inflation 

Global inflation is expected to remain low in 2014 on account of low commodity prices.  

Furthermore, although economic activity is expected to pick up, it will not be strong enough to 

generate global inflationary pressures.  Indeed, the IMF forecasts that inflation in advanced 

2013 2014 2015 2014 2015

World 3.0 3.6 3.9 3.7 3.9

Advanced economies 1.3 2.0 2.5 2.2 2.3

US 1.9 2.6 3.4 2.8 3.0

Euro zone -0.4 0.9 1.3 1.0 1.4

Japan 1.7 2.1 0.8 1.7 1.0

UK 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.4 2.2

Emerging market and 

developing economies
4.7 5.1 5.3 5.1 5.4

China 7.7 7.2 7.1 7.5 7.3

India 4.4 5.2 6.3 5.4 6.3

Brazil 2.3 2.5 3.2 2.3 2.8

Sub-Saharan Africa 5.1 6.0 5.7 6.1 5.8

South Africa 1.8 2.9 3.3 2.8 3.3

October 2013 

projections

January 2014 

projections
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economies will average 1.7 per cent and 1.8 per cent in 2014 and 2015 respectively as the 

negative output gaps remain significant. 

Whilst emerging and developing economies should naturally have higher inflation rates, the UN 

forecasts that inflation will be higher in these countries on account of rapid credit growth, 

domestic food price pressures and greater vulnerability to global economic developments. 

6.1.4  Outlook for global commodity prices 

Commodity prices are expected to remain suppressed throughout 2014.  The World Bank 

predicts that in 2014, it’s energy index will remain stable at the 2013 level of 127, whilst it’s 

non-energy index is expected to fall to 99 in 2014, from 102 in 2013.  Average oil prices are 

expected to fall to US$ 103 per barrel in 2014, from US$ 104 per barrel in 2013.  Global food 

prices are also expected to fall assuming favourable climatic conditions in 2014. 

Oil prices are more likely to be lower than forecast.  If emerging economies, the largest oil 

consumers globally, do face challenges to economic activity, as they are expected to, then oil 

demand and subsequently oil prices will remain low.  Furthermore, increased oil production from 

North America and an increasing number of energy alternatives may also suppress oil prices.  

Uganda being a net importer of oil is therefore less likely to have higher imported inflationary 

pressures arising from higher oil prices and thus there are more chances of Uganda have stable 

inflation. 

6.1.5 Key risks and uncertainties 

Tapering of the US QE program remains the greatest risk to global economic recovery.  If 

markets react rationally then interest rates might increase at a steady and predictable rate, thereby 

encouraging equally steady and predictable capital movements.  However, market panic might 

create rapid and volatile capital outflows from emerging markets.  Emerging market and 

developing economies that face large current account deficits, weak public finances and/or large 

external debt are likely to be most susceptible to speculation and to severe depreciation 

pressures.  Such countries may need to adopt accommodative macroeconomic policies, foreign 

reserve accumulation, capital controls and tight macro prudential supervision and regulation to 

protect their economies in the near future. 

Chinese economic developments may also have a global effect, particularly on commodity 

prices, given the scale of Chinese commodity imports.  Government reforms towards sustainable 

economic development are likely to lessen Chinese commodity demand and thereby suppress 

prices.  Commodity prices may also be contained by US monetary policy developments, which 

may reduce global liquidity and thus investments in commodities.  Furthermore, a stronger US 

dollar may trigger investor sentiment away from commodities towards currency speculation. 

Low inflation, particularly in the Euro zone, is expected to remain and may threaten economic 

activity.  If inflation remains low enough to significantly raise the real debt burden and real 

interest rates, then it will affect growth and the ability of monetary policy to stimulate growth.   
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US fiscal debt also remains a risk to global economic activity, given the large global influence of 

US economic developments.  There is still no medium-term plan to reduce the debt-GDP ratio 

and uncertainty surrounding the debt ceiling and 2014 government budget.  However, the general 

government deficit has improved somewhat over recent months as improved economic activity 

as increased tax revenue, whilst the sizeable spending cuts have been implemented. 

6.2 Domestic economic outlook 

6.2.1 Outlook for economic activity 

A cyclical recovery is underway. Consumption is expected to accelerate moderately in 2014, 

helped by increasing credit extension and the continuing increase of real wages as a result of low 

and stable inflation.  Growth was contained in Q3 2013 due to the impact of drought on the 

agricultural sector.  However, this temporary factor was expected to have rescinded and output in 

Q4 was expected to have recovered.   

6.2.2 Inflation outlook 

Figure 16: Inflation forecast 

 

Source: Bank of Uganda 

The Bank of Uganda estimates that headline inflation will continue to edge up slightly at the 

beginning of this year on account of rising food prices and the expected increase in government 

expenditure due to the upcoming infrastructual projects. Furthermore, the Shilling is expected to 

depreciate in the near term. This is likely to exert some inflationary effect on import prices, 

which may filter through to consumer prices. However, these effects are expected to wash out by 

mid-2014, when inflation is expected to slowly converge towards the target rate.  

 


